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Types licences: prix ht VAT 20% prix ttc

LICENCE MECAFLUX STANDARD 1 computer 65 € 13 78.00 

LICENCE MECAFLUX STANDARD 2 computer 100 € 20 120.00 

LICENCE MECAFLUX STANDARD 5 computer 190 € 38 228.00 

LICENCE MECAFLUX STANDARD 10 computer 300 € 60 360.00 

for additional license>10 computer 30.00 € 6 36.00 

0

LICENCE MECAFLUX PRO3D+(Standard) 1 computer 140 € 28 168.00 

LICENCE MECAFLUX PRO3D+(Standard) 2 computer 190 € 38 228.00 

LICENCE  MECAFLUX PRO3D+(Standard) 5 computer 375 € 75 450.00 

LICENCE  MECAFLUX PRO3D+(Standard) 10 computer 500 € 100 600.00 

for additional license>10 computer 50.00 € 10 60.00 

0

LICENCE HELICIEL 1 computer  245 € 49 294.00 

LICENCE HELICIEL 2 computer 400 € 80 480.00 

LICENCE HELICIEL 5 computer 875 € 175 1 050.00 

LICENCE HELICIEL10 computer 1 650 € 330 1 980.00 

for additional license>10 computer 165.00 € 33 198.00 

          = 0

LICENCE MECAFLUX SUITE(Standard+Pro3D+Heliciel) 1 computer 340 € 68 408.00 

LICENCE MECAFLUX SUITE(Standard+Pro3D+Heliciel) 2 computer 540 € 108 648.00 

LICENCE MECAFLUX SUITE(Standard+Pro3D+Heliciel) 5 computer 1 100 € 220 1 320.00 

LICENCE MECAFLUX SUITE(Standard+Pro3D+Heliciel)10 computer 1 950 € 390 2 340.00 

for additional license >10 computer 195.00 € 39 234.00 

EXCLUSIVE LICENCE:
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MECAFLUX Standard, Pro3D and HELICIEL are software created, developed and distributed by the 

company EXCLUSIVELY JF iglesias MECAFLUX / HELICIEL which holds all the copyrights  of the 

software.

Iglesias jf  Logiciels MECAFLUX / HELICIEL

69 chemin de la seviaz 74370 NAVES

Quote:



- Section 1: Purpose

- Section 2: Financial Conditions

- Section 3: Payment Security

- Article 4: Delivery

Our software and studies are available by simply downloading files:

- Section 5: Guaranteed quality, delivery, responsibility:

Terms and Conditions

Important: The email of the end user of the software is essential and address must appear on the 

command

Warning on the safety of persons: The studies carried out with the software must be validated after 

mecaflux by experimental tests so as to avoid any risk of damage or injury to the safety of persons, the 

software developer n 'is liable for any direct or indirect damages, including financial or commercial loss, 

loss of profits, loss of data that may result from the use of custom research or the use of HELICIEL / 

MECAFLUX / software Pro3D

This document is intended to define the terms of sale software and studies marketed by the provider for JF IGLESIAS on 

MECAFLUX.FR. All orders are subject to these terms and conditions shall prevail over any printed writing by the Purchaser, which 

acknowledges having read these and accept them without reservation.

The price shall be that in force on the day the order is taken. Our products are payable by credit card directly on the website by 

credit card with our bank (we never know your number), by checks or wire transfers.

Payment is provided from our bank that provides SSL security and seeks leave the group card payment authorizing the transaction. 

Regulation is, therefore, perfectly secure. Only those controls that are honored credit card has received the authorization from the 

Bank.

From online ordering software and validation of our receipt of the check or bank, Mecaflux.fr shall immediately send keying by email.

The PROVIDER warrants to Licensee that the Software provided by it pursuant to the concession of the right of use does not 

include any element on which a third contract could claim intellectual property and / or holds rights allowing him to grant license.
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CAUTION:

- Article 6: Articles of property

- Article 7: Law and Jurisdiction

MECAFLUX - HELICIEL

Responsable:Mr IGLESIAS JF. 

69 chemin de la seviaz 

74370 NAVES 

FRANCE

Tel: 0687644583
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Each version of software undergoes a battery of pushed into each target environments (Windows, XP, VISTA, SEVEN) tests, the 

SOFTWARE is delivered by download. After the settlement, the customer receives an invoice with the license number and the sale 

will be considered as perfect.

The license means the number of computers that can beings equipped with software, A tolerence installation allows you to reinstall 

in case of destruction of the PC vic (maximum 3 installation license) A right of withdrawal 48 hours after purchase allows the 

licensee obtain a refund (after procedure of controlled désinstalation) in case of dissatisfaction. A free update version is 

downloadable from the site owners license.

Warning on the safety of persons: The studies carried out with the software must be validated after mecaflux by 

experimental tests so as to avoid any risk of damage or injury to the safety of persons, the software developer n 'is liable 

for any direct or indirect damages, including financial or commercial loss, loss of profits, loss of data that may result from 

the use of custom research or the use of HELICIEL / MECAFLUX / software Pro3D

These warranties are valid for a period of 12 months from the date of delivery of final acceptance of the SOFTWARE. The 

PROVIDER does not guarantee defects or nonconformities affecting any computer program used in conjunction with the 

SOFTWARE or any defects or non-conformities resulting for the SOFTWARE.

LICENSEE agrees not to solicit that legal persons if the regulations of the country permits.

Any disputes concerning the interpretation or execution of orders will be settled by the competent within the jurisdiction of the 

headquarters of the Company JF IGLESIAS courts:

MECAFLUX retains ownership of the sold until full payment software. The sale includes a license for a number of posts 

attached to the purchase. Any other use is illegal and must be of a particular contract. Any abuse may lead to the 

withdrawal of the license and prosecution.

In addition, the Customer is not authorized to modify or sell the software.

LICENSEE agrees that PROVIDER holds all intellectual property rights in the SOFTWARE under this contract in accordance with 

the Code of Intellectual Property.

The right of use is granted to a non-exclusive, non-transferable personal basis for the needs of the LICENSEE and its staff. The 

right of use is strictly limited to actions necessary for the operation of the SOFTWARE listed in the documentation provided. 

LICENSEE agrees to take all necessary measures to protect intellectual property rights measures. Under the provisions of the Act 

of May 10, 1994, any use not expressly permitted is prohibited. Any change in the operation or operating conditions should be an 

addendum.


